Interactive base ten blocks

(n.) (1) In word processing, a block is a group of characters that you have marked to perform some action on them. For example, to move a section of text, you must first block it. This is sometimes called a block move. To specify a block of text, you press special function keys (or click with a mouse) at the beginning and end of the block. The function
keys differ from one word processor to another. Word processors usually display blocks by highlighting them on the screen. (2) In data management, a block is a group of records on a storage device. Blocks are manipulated as units. For example, disk drives often read and write data in 512-byteblocks. (3) In network communications, a block is a fixedsize unit of data that is transferred together. For example, the Xmodem protocol transfers blocks of 128 bytes. In general, the larger the block size, the faster the data transfer rate. (v.) In word processing, to specify a section of text. See definition (1) above. Some applications call this selecting. Desktop: Select down arrow and go to Settings &
Privacy > Settings > Blocking. Next to Block Users, enter a username, then select Block.App: Go to the page of the user you'd like to block and choose More (three-dot icon) > Block. Select Block to confirm.A blocked user can't communicate with you or see your posts. Likewise, you cannot see theirs. Send a new friend request to unblock. Blocking
someone on Facebook is a way to protect yourself from toxic individuals, harassment, or people with whom you do not want to communicate. In this guide, we show you how to block someone using Facebook on the desktop and the Facebook mobile app for iOS and Android. It's easy to block someone using Facebook on a Windows, Mac, or Linux
desktop. Go to Facebook.com in a web browser. Select the Account icon (down arrow). Select Settings and Privacy. Select Settings. From the left menu pane, select Blocking. In the Block Users box, enter the name of the person or page you want to block, then select Block. In the Block People list, choose the specific person or page you want to block,
and then select Block. A confirmation box appears, explaining the ramifications of blocking someone. To proceed, select Block [name]. You blocked the user on Facebook, and their name appears on your Block users list. Alternatively, go to the profile page of the person you want to block and select the three dots on the upper-right menu bar. Select
Block, then select Block again to confirm. If you change your mind, select Unblock > Confirm to unblock this user. You'll need to send another friend request to reinstate all contact. After you unblock someone, you must wait a few days before you can block them again. It's also possible to block someone using the Facebook iOS or Android mobile app.
Go to the profile page of the person you want to block. Tap More (three dots) under and to the right of the person's name. Tap Block. In the confirmation pop-up, tap Block again. Alternatively, tap the Facebook icon in the bottom menu, and then tap Settings > Blocking. Tap Add to blocked list and then enter the name of the person you want to block.
Tap Block and then tap Block again to confirm. You blocked the person on Facebook. To unblock the person, tap the Facebook icon in the bottom menu, and then tap Settings > Blocking. Tap Unblock next to the name of the blocked person. Westend61 / Getty Images Blocking is different from unfriending, snoozing, or unfollowing someone. Before you
decide to block someone, see if another action might be more appropriate. When you snooze a Facebook friend, you won't see their posts for 30 days, which helps if you need a break. Unfollowing means you won't see someone's posts, which is useful if you'd like to maintain a connection but don't want to encounter what the individual shares. It's easy
to follow the person again if you change your mind. Unfriending takes unfollowing up a notch, removing the person's posts from your feed and preventing them from seeing your non-public posts. If you change your mind, send them a new friend request to restart your relationship. Blocking is more serious than the other options. When you block a
Facebook user, they can't communicate with you or see anything you post, and you won't see any of their posts or comments. It will be as if you're invisible to each other on Facebook. The blocked user can't invite you to events, see your profile, or send you an instant message through Messenger. If you decide to unblock the person, send them a new
friend request. You can block anyone on Facebook, whether they're a current Facebook friend or not. There are several reasons people block others on Facebook. If there are stalking, harassment, or bullying concerns, blocking someone on Facebook gives the person less access to your life. If there's a falling-out between friends or family members,
someone may choose to block a user to prevent potential future interactions. Whatever your reasons for blocking someone, blocking is anonymous. Facebook does not notify blocked individuals of their blocked status. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! Updated: 11/16/2019 by Computer
Hope As opposed to text-based programming, block-based programming refers to programming language and IDE that separates executable actions into modular portions called blocks. These blocks are generally represented with icons that can be clicked and dragged to reorder them. Editable fields, like drop-down menus, allow users to provide
further input. This graphical representation of the code can demonstrate the process to new users who may be unfamiliar with programming. Block-based programming can be easier to learn than traditional text-based programming languages, like Python or Java. However, block coding is far more limited than text languages, which require more
specific instructions from the programmer to complete actions. Block-based programming is often used to help children learn how to create basic programs and begin to understand programming. Block-based programming languages Blockly Scratch Unreal Engine Blueprints Visual Logic Coding, HTML, Logic, Programming terms Question: My
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Franchising Isn't for Entrepreneurs, It's for Systempreneurs This Former Disney Exec Shares Her 5 Most Valuable Takeaways on Leadership Following Viral LinkedIn Post By Sarah Morse i Hemera Technologies/AbleStock.com/Getty Images When someone blocks you on Facebook, you can no longer write on that person's timeline, start a
conversation with him, tag him in photos or even find him in search. Although blocking goes both ways, meaning that the person who blocked you loses his privileges as well, he can always unblock you to regain those privileges. If you want to make sure that person stays blocked even if he unblocks you, you can do so only if you have the email
address he uses to access his Facebook account. Click the padlock icon in the blue bar at the top your Facebook page. This is a shortcut icon to your important privacy settings. Choose "How do I stop someone from bothering me" to open the blocking form. Enter the email address of the user you would like to block and click "Block." Although the
directions say you can also enter a name, since this person has already blocked you, that method will not work. Works: abs, butt, thighsPlace blocks flat on floor wider than hip-width apart, one vertical to body, one horizontal. Stand with right foot on vertical block, left knee raised to hip level, arms extended to right at shoulder level. With right foot on
block, lunge left leg to left side just outside of other block, reaching right arm to touch left foot, left arm overhead (as shown). Return to start. Repeat for 1 minute. Switch sides; repeat.Log this workout.Works: thighs, shoulders, arms, abs, obliques, buttStart on all fours with right hand on block that is vertical to body, left hand on floor, left foot flat on
horizontal block, toes turned out to left, and right leg extended behind you on floor. Open torso to left, extending arm up. Return to start, then tap right foot to left heel (as shown). Return to start again. Repeat for 1 minute. Switch sides; repeat.See the video!The 8-Minute CrossFit WorkoutSpeedy Ab SculptorsCalorie-Incinerating Cardio Download
this free book today (opens in new tab)Interactions are the conversation between your product and the user — is your design charming enough to hold the user’s interest, or will they walk away to find something more interesting?In their free pocket guide The Building Blocks of Interaction Design (opens in new tab), the team at UXPin covers the
fundamentals of interaction design, the best practices for applying them, and a prototyping tutorial to put the knowledge to practice.This quick 31-page guide is a crash course in interaction design, wasting no time in explaining topics like:Usability advice helpful to any interaction designThe documentation necessary for more goal-driven
designsPractical advice for improving learnabilityThe best approaches to feedback, and the ideal response timeA conversational approach to improving interaction designUseful visual cues to communicate an element’s interactivityDownload this free e-book now. (opens in new tab)Like this? Read these... Thank you for reading 5 articles this month*
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